
Application: Modular lockcase range for doors hinged on
the left or right
Suitable for use on emergency applications
when used with the UNION J-1000 furniture
European style casing with 72mm centres
which are designed to suit DIN standard
Euro profile cylinders
Single throw - 20mm deadbolt throw when
key is turned once
Latch bolt withdrawn by the lever handle
from either side
Dead bolt and latch bolt withdrawn
simultaneously in a single operation by
lever handle on the inside
Lock function is reliant on the users ability
to correctly operate the lever handles
Pierced to accept bolt through furniture and
security roses
Suitable for sprung and unsprung lever
furniture up to a maximum of 0.97Kg
Supplied with a split spindle to suit the
majority of lever handles

Specification: Profiled latch bolt for smooth and positive
engagement during operation
Two piece forend for clean aesthetics
Easily reversible latch bolt
Available with radiused or square forend
and strike
Supplied with an adjustable formed strike
Positive 1º follower angle to help maintain
the appearance of the door furniture over
time by reducing lever droop
Cylinder to latch functionality
Reference: L2E26
Case Size: 90mm
Backset: 60mm
Centres: 72mm
Case: Steel, painted
Forend: Stainless steel
Striking Plate: Stainless steel
Deadbolt: Steel, hard chrome plated
Latch Bolt: Steel, hard chrome plated
Follower: 8mm
Cylinder Type: Euro profile (not supplied)

Finish: SS - Stainless Steel

Standards:

Tested to BS EN 179 : 2008
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For EN179 compliance the UNION 
J-1000RRS01 lever furniture must be used
EN 1634-1 assessed for use on 60 minutes
timber fire doors
EC Certificate number

1121-CPD-ABB5001
Assists in fulfilling duties required under
the Equality Act. Satisfies
recommendations of BS8300 and Approved
Document M (ADM)
10 year guarantee
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Technical
Design:

Variants: JL2E26S-SS60 Square forend & striking plate

JL2E26R-SS60 Round forend & striking plate
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